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The Standard Bank Tutuwa Community Foundation and BRIDGE Leadership Development Programme is a 
5-year programme that seeks to strengthen school leadership capacity and provide support to improve 
learner outcomes.  The essence of this Programme is to replicate best practice from a coalition of low-fee 
independent schools in a new setting of public primary schools in the Ekurhuleni North Region.  

The programme has two main components: school leadership and teacher development. It aims to 
empower principals and (Heads of Department) HODs, as well as subject advisors, to implement quality 
educational practices and processes through a combination of mentoring, professional learning 
communities (PLCs) and a customised peer review process. 
 
BRIDGE and the Standard Bank Tututuwa Community Foundation’s vison, interests, values and experience 
are uniquely suited to a project of this nature. 
 
The Standard Bank Tutuwa Community Foundation works to harness the potential of South Africa’s youth 
through investing in early childhood development, schooling and youth work opportunities to create 
significant, enduring social impact. 
 
BRIDGE was formed in response to organisations in education working in silos, and its main values are 
collaboration and partnerships. The main thrust of BRIDGE’s work is concerned with improving the quality 
of teaching and learning in South African schools through convening and facilitating communities of 
practice (CoPs), and by capturing and disseminating the knowledge arising from these CoPs. 
 

The Programme was launched on 9 July 2018 at the Wits School of Education. 
 



 

 

 

Welcome by Vuyiswa Ncontsa, CEO, BRIDGE 

In welcoming the speakers and guests, Vuyiswa Ncontsa observed that the occasion was notable in that it not 

only launched the Standard Bank Tutuwa Community Foundation and BRIDGE Leadership Development 

Programme, but also brought together people who had been involved in BRIDGE’s founding, including its first 

CEO, Zanele Twala, who now heads the Standard Bank Tutuwa Community Foundation which is funding this 

Programme.  

BRIDGE did not take lightly the support and enthusiasm shown towards this Programme by the principals of the 

Ekurhuleni North schools and was grateful to both the Gauteng Department of Education and the Department of 

Basic Education for their support. 

The Programme would draw on the valuable lessons learned and innovative resources developed by the South 

African Extraordinary Schools Coalition (SAESC), BRIDGE’s most enduring and successful community of practice. 

The Coalition schools were all highly functional and committed to implementing high-quality educational 

practices and processes aimed at ensuring success for socio-economically vulnerable children.   

It was also a significant advantage that BRIDGE already had a connection to the schools of the Ekurhuleni North 

district through the Principals’ CoP that matured in December 2016. These schools were already knowledgeable 

about BRIDGE’s work and were keen to take this further, which provided fertile ground in which to establish the 

Programme. 

   

 

The Keynote Address was presented by Phillip Dikgomo, Director for Teacher Development in the Department 

of Basic Education (DBE).  

In its quest to improve the quality of education,  DBE sincerely valued the contributions made by private sector 

partners towards the professional capacitation of school leaders and teachers. The Tutuwa Foundation’s 

involvement was particularly important as it was directed at the primary level – the crucial formative years for 

learners. “We need to put all our strength and available resources into primary schools to establish a strong 

foundation,” he said.  

Another challenge related to the quality of teaching in Natural Science. This subject was problematic as it 

covered 4 different aspects of science, yet in their training teachers specialised in only one of these. Teachers 

inevitably focussed on their area of strength, with negative consequences for learning in the other areas of this 

subject.   This meant that learners had already accumulated learning deficits by the time they made their subject 

choices in Grade 9, which skewed subject selection for the FET Phase. The Department was now focussing its 

efforts on designing programmes to strengthen maths and science teaching in the foundation phase.    

It was also significant that the concepts of collaboration and mentoring were embedded in this Programme. This 

approach would blend expertise from different sources to create a strong product and enable the participants to 

go forward as a team.  As the Programme gathered momentum, participants would be able to educate others, 

model the approach and contribute to the body of knowledge being created.  

The Programme was also to be commended for its focus on supporting HoDs and subject advisors. HoDs played 

a critical role in curriculum implementation as they supported both the principals in their instructional 
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leadership roles and the teachers as classroom implementers.  Strong, capable HoDs were vital in ensuring that 

the lower educational levels received as much attention as the higher levels.  

 

 

 

 

Funder’s Address by Zanele Twala, CEO of the Standard Bank Tutuwa Community Foundation  

 The Tutuwa Foundation viewed BRIDGE as an ideal partner to have when embarking on an education initiative 

such as this and wanted to acknowledge BRIDGE as an organisation that connected and collaborated with others 

to deliver services and resources that were useful to the sector and would impact on practice.  

This initiative aligned well with both the Tutuwa Foundation’s strategy for 2017 – 2020, and the Department of 

Basic Education’s Integrated Strategic Planning Framework for Teacher Education and Development in South 

Africa, 2011 - 2015 (ISPFTED).   

The occasion provided a welcome opportunity to reflect on the Foundation’s progress in advancing effective 

schooling. In Tutuwa’s view, effective leadership was the foundation for effective learning – and school 

leadership included everyone involved in the running of the school. 

The Programme would implement the tried and tested SAESC peer review instrument in the new public school 

setting of Ekurhuleni North, and enable principals to benefit from long-term mentorship by SAESC principals who 

had experienced the process and who brought with them a wealth of resources and information.  The aim was 

to replicate the best practice of the Coalition schools within the new setting, with the ultimate goal of providing 

quality education.  

The peer review process would also encourage this cluster of schools to work together to improve the quality of 

the education they provided, and to hold each other accountable for preparing learners for success in schooling 

and in life. The Programme was also expected to assist in addressing deficiencies in the teaching and learning of 

maths and English – by working on these challenges through dialogue and collaboration within the PLCs to be 

convened for heads of department and subject advisors. 

 The Programme would also encourage principals to work towards improving the institutional culture of their 

schools.  Where school leaders might have been reluctant to collaborate, they would benefit from greater peer 

participation and would be better equipped to engage with the provincial education department and the 

broader community – and ultimately to help transform the education landscape.  

The Tutuwa Foundation looked forward to playing an engaged and pro-active role in championing this 

development, by influencing other role players to support collaboration and by rolling out a range of initiatives 

in the key spheres of early childhood development, schooling and youth work readiness.  

 

 

Address on behalf of the SAESC by Devan Govender, Deputy Principal and Academic Head, Inanda Seminary.  

Devan Govender will take on the role of mentor to the Ekurhuleni North 

principals, together with Phadiela Cooper of the Centre of Science and 

Technology (COSAT), a non-fee secondary school based in Khayelitsha. 

BRIDGE and the Tutuwa Foundation are grateful to Phillip Dikgomo for stepping in at short notice to deliver the Keynote Address in 
the absence of Dr Mamiki Maboya, Deputy Director-General in the Department of Basic Education. 
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Devan Govender described becoming a member of the SAESC – and especially being part of the school peer 

review process – as one of the defining experiences of his life.   

 
Devan asserted that the peer review was about the core business of education, so classroom visits were central 

to the experience. The approach was non-judgemental and aimed to generate a high level of trust in the 

process, which provided a snapshot of the school. 

The review team looked at the practices within the school and focussed on three levels of response. The first 

level offered strong evidence of what was good. The second level identified areas that could be improved with 

little effort (the ‘quick hits’). The third level put forward 2 – 3 themes conveying the main problems (the ‘big 

rocks’).  The school then used the review feedback report to devise its school improvement plan.   

Devan Govender went on to share two valuable benefits of the peer review process.  The first was the 

‘demystification’ of experts and bureaucracy: the coalition did not believe that only individuals at higher levels 

could hold expert knowledge, and the second major gain was the enhanced collegiality that the process 

generated. Speaking of the process he said: “The peer process has generated in our school a way of thinking that 

transcends a reliance on strategy and has built a culture of collaboration and partnership.” 

In closing Devan Govender observed that the term ‘Tutuwa’ could be defined as wisdom and intent, and that the 

Programme would unfold and operate in that spirit.  

Address by Venessa Moodley, Principal, Actonville Primary School 

Paying tribute to her fellow Ekurhuleni North principals, Venessa Moodley described a proud team of committed 

leaders who had embraced the opportunities offered by the (now-matured) CoP.  During the five years of 

BRIDGE’s involvement with this group of schools, the principals had learnt to trust one another, established a 

wealth of common interests, were able to discuss deep issues, and had found ways to take sharing to a higher 

level. This had made it possible for the group to continue after the CoP matured. 

The group of schools has also valued being able to build themselves up through becoming involved in projects 

and programmes.  By sharing the learnings and resources from projects implemented in one or other of the 

schools, the principals have been able to leverage the impact of these interventions by spreading the benefits 

amongst all the schools in the group. 

Turning to the Standard Bank Tutuwa Community Foundation and BRIDGE Leadership Development Programme, 

Vanessa Moodley observed that the holistic development it offered stood out as a key outcome that the 

principals were eager to work with the project to achieve.  School leadership was challenging, and principals 

welcomed the mentorship element: “As a principal, every step of the way is a journey, and you have to find ways 

to motivate yourself.”   

 

 

Vote of thanks by John Gilmour, Chairman of the BRIDGE Board 

In presenting the vote of thanks, John Gilmour noted the broad range of spaces within which the speakers were 
working and reflected on the endurance and resilience that had brought them to that point. Observing that the 
term ‘collaboration’ was being misused in what continued to be a competitive funding and implementing 
environment, John Gilmour made a case for a new term, ‘co-evolution’, to express co-ownership of the 
evolution of work. 
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This Programme and its launch reflected this new kind of collaboration that was in reality a co-creation by 

multiple entities and individuals.  BRIDGE had worked since its inception to develop relationship-based 

platforms. This work was now coming to fruition, and instead of working in silos, through these relationship-

based platforms entities and individuals were now willing to coalesce – not just collaborate – and work as a 

single unit while holding fast to their own identities. In this setting the Tutuwa Foundation’s commitment to 

unlocking the platforms to create convergence between the public sector and NGOs, and to institutionalise that 

work, stood out as truly visionary and deeply significant. 

 

 

 

 

For more information on the Standard Bank Tutuwa Community Foundation and BRIDGE Leadership Development 

Programme, contact Hassiena Marriott at hassiena@BRIDGE.org.za 
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